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1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let A be a Banach space and L a proper closed subspace of A, 
invariant under a class F of bounded linear transformations of A 
into itself. Adopting a notion from harmonic analysis we say that 
spectral analysis holds for A if every L is included in a closed invariant 
subspace L, of codimension 1. This is in particular true if A is a 
commutative Banach algebra with identity and 9 the class of regular 
representations of A, i.e. the class of transformations T, , a E A, 
defined by the mapping b -+ ab for every b E A. The reason for this 
is that L is then a proper ideal, hence it is included in a maximal 
ideal L, , and every maximal ideal is a closed invariant subspace of 
codimension 1. We are going to study the problem of spectral analysis 
in a situation which is very close to such a Banach algebra case, the 
Banach algebra in question being of a classical type studied by 
Beurling [I] and Gelfand [5]. Let us start from a given sequence 
P = {PJ”“, of real numbers with the following properties: 
(1) p, > 1, for every integer n, 
(2) Cr < p,+r/p, < C, for every integer n, where C is a 
positive constant, independent of n, and 
(3) (logp,)/n -+ 0, as 1 n 1 -+ co. 
We take then as A the Banach space In of all complex sequences 
a = {qJY15 with a finite norm 
and with the linearity operations defined in the usual way. 1, can thus 
be characterized as a space analogous to the P-space, but with the 
norm modified using the weight sequence p. 
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From (2) we conclude that the translation operators T”, defined 
for every integer m by the relation 
T”‘a = T”{an) = {Use}, 
for every a E lp , are bounded linear operators from ZP into itself. 
For the operator norm of 1‘” we have 
)I TmII = sup ‘m+n. 
--oo<n<m Pn 
The class Y to be considered is the class of all translation 
operators T”. In other words we are interested in the spectral analysis 
problem for closed translation invariant subspaces of ZP . 
It can now happen that Z, can be interpreted as a Banach algebra 
with ordinary sequence convolution as operation. It is easy to see that 
this is true if and only if, for some positive constant CO , 
P m+n G GPmP7z ! (4) 
for all integers m and n. The Banach algebra is then commutative and 
has a unit, and it is evident that invariance under translations is the 
same as invariance under the regular representations. Hence the 
argument mentioned in the beginning is applicable, and spectral 
analysis holds. In fact, for this to hold we need neither (1) nor (3), 
and (2) is a direct consequence of (4). The result mentioned is essen- 
tially due to Beurling [I]. In [5j Gelfand proved it using Banach 
algebra methods. 
We shall in this paper study the situation when no relation of the 
form (4) holds and we shall then show that there are cases when 
spectral analysis does not hold (Theorem 1) and other cases when it 
does hold (Theorems 2 and 3). 
In order to get a clearer view of the situation we shall end this 
preliminary part by giving an explicit characterization of the closed 
invariant subspaces of ZP with codimension 1. 
Let us denote by ZP * the Banach space of bounded linear func- 
tionals on ZP . Its elements can be represented as sequences 
c = (cn}otm of complex numbers such that 
for every c E ZP*, a E ZP . The norm in ZP* is then defined by the 
relation 
11 c11; = sup +J, 
--m<n<m n 
for every c = {cn} E ZP*. 
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The translation operators on lP* are defined and denoted in exactly 
the same way as the translations on 1, . The translation Tm on lP* 
is then the adjoint of the translation Tm on ZP . Their norms are ob- 
viously the same. 
A translation invariant subspace of lP is closed and has co- 
dimension 1 if and only if it is the annihilator of a translation invariant 
one-dimensional subspace of ZP *. In view of (1) and (3) it is easy to 
see that a subspace of lP* is of this type if and only if, for some 
t, E T, all its elements can be represented as {Cefnto)Zoo, where C 
is a complex number. This implies that the corresponding closed 
invariant subspace of I,, is the space of all a = (a,> E ZP such that 
the Fourier transform a” of a, defined by the formula 
d(t) = C ane-int, t E T, 
vanishes at t, . This gives a complete description of the closed invariant 
subspaces of $, of codimension 1. 
2. THEOREM 1 
THEOREM 1. Let (qn>y be a given sequence such that qn > 1, 
for every n, and qn -+ oc), as n--+ 03. Then there exists a p = (p,}?, 
increasing, satisfying p, = I, if n < 0, and such that the translation 
operators on lp satisfy 
II Tm II < qna, (5) 
for every m > 1, and such that spectral analysis does not holdfor lp . 
Remarks. (5) implies in particular that p, < qn for n > 0. 
Hence p can be chosen so that p, + co with any prescribed degree 
of slowness, as n --f co. 
In the proof we discuss certain sequences p = (p,} for which we 
show that spectral analysis does not hold in ZP . It is easy to see that 
the same is then true for every (p,‘>, where pn’ = , if n >p, 0, hence 
in particular for the sequences (p,,,). 
Proof of Theorem 1. The proof will proceed in the following 
manner : 
Starting from a given {qn}r we shall explicitly define a p = (p,] 
which satisfies the condition of the theorem. We then define a certain 
element a such that d(t) # 0 for every t E T and form the closed 
translation invariant subspace generated by a. It is obviously not 
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included in any closed invariant subspace of codimension 1. But 
we shall nevertheless show that it is a proper subspace, hence that 
spectral analysis does not hold. 
Let us define q0 = 1. It is obviously no restriction to assume that 
P% !k>,m is a concave hence monotonically increasing sequence, 
and that log qn = o(n) as n --t co. 
In order to define {p,}?‘, we first introduce two sequences {&}F 
and {AIL}; in the following way. 
t E’; 
* is an increasing sequence of non-negative integers with 
’ (AJi ’ 1s a decreasing sequence of positive numbers with A, = 1 
and A, = l/6. 
For every TV > 1 we define A,+1 so small and t, so large that 
A,+,3”+1qt, . ... . qt,el < A, , 
qt,,A,, 3 3@. 
(6) 
(7) 
This is possible since qn -+ co, as n -+ co. 
Having fixed these two sequences, we introduce a third sequence 
{s,}; of positive integers, such that so > t, , while, for every p 2 1, 
s IA - L-1 2 &+I, (8) 
and such that, for p > 1, 
4s,-s,-l t 4t1 * *-- ‘.4t, - 
The existence of such a sequence is also evident. 
We now define p = {p,} in the following way: 
(9) 
p, = 1, if n < s1 
P?I = !&qt, * *** * 4tu&-8, 9 if fl~l%,%+t,l, pa1 
Pn = !7t,Qt, * -*. . qt, 9 if n E Is, + t, , s,+A tL> 1. 
{p,}:“, is then an increasing sequence, and p, = 1 if n < 0. The 
concavity of {log qn}; shows directly that 
if m and m + n belong to the same interval of the form [sW , So + t,,]. 
Using (9) it is then not difficult to show that (10) in fact is true for 
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every non-negative integer m and every integer n. Hence (5) is fulfilled. 
Apparently p also fulfills (l), (2) and (3). 
Let us now introduce a sequence {an}?= in the following way: 
a, = 0, if n#O and n # s, - 
Then the element a = {an}Ym E ZP and 6(t) # 0, if t E T. As 
already stated in the beginning of the proof, it is enough to prove that 
the subspace of lP spanned by a and its translates is not dense in lP . 
To prove this we shall show that the element b = {b,)“O, , defined 
by the relations 
b,= 1, 
b, = 0, if 11 # 0, 
can not be approximated arbitrarily closely by linear combinations of 
translates of a, i.e. by elements a * c, with ordinary convolution, 
where c belongs to the subspace I,, of all complex sequences where 
only finitely many numbers are #O. 
Thus we have to prove that 
islpositive. 
Let a-l denote the inverse of a in the Z1 sense, and I/ Ill the P norm. 
That u-l exists follows by an elementary inversion of the Fourier 
series of n and we see that (a-l), = 0, if 12 < 0 and (a-‘),, = 1. 
By the submultiplicativity of the Zr norm we have, for c E I,, , 
jj c - u-l Ill = I/ a-l * a * c - u-l * b /II 
d II a--l IL II a * c - b 111 < II a-l II1 II a * c - b l/p . (11) 
We define the:element c- E I,, in the following manner: 
c- - 0, n- if n>o 
c; = C” - 1 
C n =cn, if 71 >o, 
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and put cf = c - c-. Then we have 
II a * c- 112, < II a Ilp i I c;; I II Tn II = II 4 119 II c- II1 ’ (12) 
-0D 
(12) and (11) finally give 
II 4 * c+ - b Ilp < II a * c - b II9 + II a II9 II c-l III 
< II 0 * c - b IIP + II a II9 IIC - u-l III 
< II a * c - b II9 (1 + II a IIZI I Q-l III). 
Hence it is enough to discuss linear combinations of the form 
a * c+, i.e. linear combinations a * c where c, = 0, if n < 0, c,, = 1, 
and where c, vanishes for large n. 
We now take an arbitrary c of that kind and compare it with the 
sequence {a,}; which is defined by the relations 
%z= p, A if t, < n < t,+1 -
Let N be the largest integer for which 
There exists such an integer, since c, = 1 = (~a, while c, = 0 if B- 
is large. N is included in a certain interval [tY , t,+,[. Thus 01~ = A, . 
We put a * c = d = {d,} and start from the obvious inequality 
I/ u * c - b &I 2 ps,+N 1d,+N I- (13) 
Now 
s,+N v-1 
d s,+N = c umCs,+N-m = uOcsy+N + 1 as,C++N-8,, + usvcN ’ 
?I%=0 Lb=0 
But by (8) S, + N and s,+ N-ss, are >tv+l, if p <v- 1, 
hence the corresponding factors c, satisfy 1 c, I < A,,, . Thus, if 
v>l 
2 A,a,v - 2A,+, = 
A 
-.-x-- - z&+1 , 
3”+p*, 
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and thus, by (6), 
From this we obtain, using (13) and (7), for Y > 1, 
If v = 0, we have directly, since s,, > t, , 
I dso+N / = / %,CQ+N + %,cN ( 3 -‘$,%, - &,, = 4. 
Hence 
II 0 * c - b Ila 2 I ho I > Q. 
Thus the theorem is proved. 
3. THEOREM 2 
THEOREM 2. Spectral analysis holds on lP if the following three 
conditions are fulfilled. 
lo. There exists a positive constant A such that for every c E lP* 
there exists a linear combination d = {d,}?, of c and its translates, such 
that 
I do I 3 A II 0;. 




3O. p, = O(w), for some real 01, as n + co. 
Remark. There is a dual formulation of property lo, namely that 
the distance between the element b E lP , defined as in the proof of 
Theorem 1, and any closed proper invariant subspace of lP is >A/p,, . 
Hence this property has the consequence that every such subspace 
is included in a maximal closed proper invariant subspace. 
Proof of Theorem 2: It is enough to prove that every weakly* 
closed translation invariant subspace L of 1,” , #{O}, contains an 
element of the form {einto)Z, . 
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The property 30 implies that the elements in I,* can be considered 
as tempered distributions on the integers. Hence every c E I,* has 
a Fourier transform, which is a distribution on T, formally defined as 
t(t) = 1 c,e-i*t, t E T. 
The translation operators on lP* can be used to define more general 
operators. For every element f E Zp we can thus define the operator 
c --+ c Jf, c E I& with ordinary convolution. This is a bounded 
linear operator from ZP* into itself, in fact 
II c *fllZ G II c II,* Ilfll, - 
If the coefficients in f = {fn) tend to 0 faster than any power of n, 
as I n j --f 00, the Fourier transform p off is infinitely differentiable 
and, in the distribution sense 
Condition 20 has the consequence [2, Theorem 2.111, that there 
exists, for every t, E T and every neighbourhood 0 of t, an element 
f E Z, such that f(t,,) # 0, while f(t) = 0 on the complement of 0. 
We can obviously choose f in such a way that f is infinitely 
differentiable. 
Starting from any weakly* closed subspace L of ZP*, f(O), we 
choose an element c EL, c f 0. Using the elements f E 1, discussed 
above it is obvious that for every t, belonging to the support of c” and 
every neighbourhood N of t, there exists an element d E IV* of the 
form c *f, such that d # 0, and such that the support of a’is included 
in N. But d E L and the same is true for any linear combination of 
translates of d. Since furthermore any translate of d has a Fourier 
transform the support of which is the same as the support of 6, we 
know that d = {d,}mm can be chosen in such a way that 
I 4 I 2 A II 4l,*. 
We shall now show that for every t, in the support oft, {emto} EL, 
and since the support is not empty this then proves the theorem. 
We restrict ourselves to the case, when t, = 0, the other cases are 
treated similarly. By the discussion above we know that there exists 
a sequence of elements dY EL, such that 
while the supports of daconverge to the point t, . 
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We can select a weakly* convergent subsequence of {a}. It con- 
verges to an element d EL, #O, and by wellknown properties for 
sequences of distributions, the support of d is the single point t = 0. 
But this means that the sequence d = (d,}?, has the form {P(n)), 
where P is a nonvanishing polynomial of degree <a. Any linear com- 
bination of translates of d belongs to L. A properly chosen combination 
gives the desired element {e,} with all e, = 1. Hence the theorem is 
proved. 
4. THEOREM 3 
In this section we shall show that there exist sequences p = {p,}?, 
which fulfill the assumptions in Theorem 2, but not any inequalities 
of the form (4), hence ZP is no Banach algebra under convolution. This 
means that we obtain a proper extension of Beurling’s result. 
We shall first prove a lemma which gives an explicit condition on p, 
sufficient to ensure that condition 10 in Theorem 2 holds. This is 
then used to give the construction of the sequence p in Theorem 3. 
In order to simplify the lemma and its proof we introduce a classi- 
fication of weight sequences p. 
DeJinition. Let B be any positive number. K(B) denotes the class 
of all sequences p = {p,]“, , satisfying (l), (2) and (3), and with the 
following property: 
For every sequence {nV}F of integers, the relation 
P nl+n2+...+n Y’ < By-l P?l,PTl, * ... . P?l” 
holds for at least some v > 2. 
Remark. If p fulfils (4) i.e. is a Banach algebra, then we have 
P E K(G). 
LEMMA. Condition 10 in the assumptions of Theorem 2 is fulfilled 
for I,,“, ifp E K(B) for some B < l/A. 
Proof of the lemma. Let us assume that p E K(B), with B < 1, A, 
and that c E ZP*, but that lo is not true for this particular element c. 
We shall show that this leads to a contradiction. We can obviously 
assume that 
j/ c iI,* = 1. (15) 
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Let E be a positive number. We shall inductively construct a 
sequence {n$ such that 
I c-*-n,-...-+ 1 > (1 - E>’ A1-“P,l& * *** . p,” (16) 
for every v > 1. With E sufficiently small the inequality 
lc-,I <Pn, 
for every n, obtained from (15), then shows that p # K(B), hence a 
contradiction. 
To construct the sequence {ny>T we first observe that (15) implies 
that it is possible to find n, such that (16) holds for Y = 1. We then 
assume that the construction is performed up to v = p - 1 with (16) 
satisfied. We put 
T-‘“=-“‘-” @-1c = d = (d,}rn, . 
Since we have assumed that condition 10 is not fulfilled we have 
11 d II,* > A-l I d, I = A-l I c-,+, *-...- wUel I
> (1 - +-I A1-@p~lp,, * ‘*. .P,&-, . 
By the definition of 11 d/l,* we can find a n, such that 
I d-n,, I > (1 - 4 pnL1 IId II,* .
Hence, by (17) and (18) 
I C-q-,~-...-n, I = I d-n‘, I > (1 - + A~-“P%,P,, . 
(17) 
P %L ’
. . . . 
i.e. (16) holds for v = CL. By induction the complete construction is 
thus possible. 
THEOREM 3. Let {qn}F be a giwen sequence such that qn > 1, for 
every n, and qn + co as n + 00. Then there exists an increasing sequence 
P = {Pn>_“m P satisfying p, = 1 if n < 0 and such that the translation 
operators on lp satisfy 
II T^II \<sn, 
for every m > 1, and such that lp is no Banach algebra under convolution, 
but, nevertheless, spectral analysis does hold. 
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Proof of Theorem 3: We start from a fixed sequence {m,Jy of 
positive integers such that 
mk+l b hrnk, (19) 
if k > 1. Then we define log p, as 
0, if nE]-CqO] 
1, if nE ["1,2%1 
3k, if n E [4mk, 2mk+d 
if k 3 1, and define it linear in the interval [0, m,] and in the intervals 
[2mk 3 4mk], k > 1. 
If (mk}F increases sufficiently rapidly to co, as n -+ 00, then {p,} 
satisfies all the regularity and boundedness conditions of Theorem 3. 
Furthermore, 
P 4mk, = e3k%mkP2mk , k 3 1, 
hence no relation of the form (4) holds, thus ZP is no Banach algebra. 
In view of the lemma, Theorem 3 is proved if we can show that 
p E K(1). Due to the monotonicity of (p,} it is then enough to prove 
that there exists no sequence (nY}F of positive integers such that 
P n1+n2+...+rz, > Pn,Pn, * **- * Pnv for every v > 2. (20) 
Let us first observe that if, for some k > 1, 1r E [0, mk] while 
11 + 12 E rrnk , mk+l]j then 
Pl,,,, G Pz, 
4 
. exp -Kc 3k-1v 
(21) 
which is a consequence of (19) and the definition of p. We also need 
the inequality 
pLl 2 exp 6 3k-1, (22) 
which is true if lr E [0, m,] for some K > 1, by (19). 
We now assume that (20) holds for a specific sequence of positive 
integers. We shall prove that this implies a contradiction. 
The sequence {C; n,> increases towards infinity. Hence there exists 
an index CJ 3 2 such that, for some k > 1 we have 




n, < mk . 
From (21) and (22) we obtain 




< Pn,P?l, * ... . Pno ,
which contradicts (20). Hence Theorem 3 is proved. 
5. SOME GENERAL REMARKS 
Certain generalizations of our results are evident. Extensions to 
weighted Banach spaces on R are obvious due to the local isomorphism 
between the spaces of Fourier transforms of weightedly summable 
functions on R and weightedly summable sequences on 2. The 
examples discussed in the proof of Theorem 1 show that this theorem 
is also valid for right translation invariant subspaces of Banach spaces 
of sequences a = {u,}; with norm ]I a ]I = x,” 1 a, Ip, . The method 
used in the proof of Theorem 2 makes it possible to obtain results 
concerning narrow spectral analysis in certain non-Banach algebras ZP . 
For definitions and further references on this subject see [3]. 
An interesting aspect of Theorem 1 is the following. If a E ZP and 
c E lP* then a * c is welldefined by absolute convergence. We find 
that a * c E IQ* where 4 = {qn) = (11 T” II}. If (p,} is of comparatively 
slow growth, one is inclined to expect that the formal relation 
between the Fourier transforms of a * c, a and c should have an 
interpretation in the similar way as in the P theory (product of 
function and pseudomeasure). But Theorem 1 proves that it is 
possible to find a E ZP with d(t) # 0 on T and c E I,* # 0, while 
u*c=o. 
It would be interesting to obtain a better information on the class 
of ZP which have the spectral analysis property. Theorem 1 shows that 
it is not enough to assume that {p,> is increasing and make restrictions 
on its growth towards infinity as n + co. On the other hand we have 
spectral analysis if we add the requirement that (logp,}? is concave, 
for then (4) is fulfilled. 
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It should finally be mentioned that the contents of this paper has 
been presented earlier in [4]. 
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